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PREFACE 

This .report wa s prepared by Dr. George K. Swinzow, Geologist, App lied Re
search Branch, Experimental Engineering Division, U.S. Army Cold Regions Re· 
search and Engineering Laboratory. 

Technical review of the report was performed by l ohn M Stubstad and Thad· 
deus C. Johnson of CRREL. 
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THE ALASKA GOOD FRIDAY 
EARTHQUAKE OF 1964 

George K. Swinzow 

ABSTRACT OF EVENTS 

On 27 March 1964. at 5:37:20 pm, the clock on 
tile Post Office in Anchorage. Alaska, was 
Slopped by a violent earth tremor This precise 
lime IS conSidered the official start of the Cood 
Friday Earthquake. Destructive earth tremors 
lasted for about 4 minutes. during which lime 
many lowns and cilies in southern Alaska were 
ruined . Highways, bridges and railroads were de
stroyed, and people were maimed and killed . 
Avalanches and landslides rushed down Into Ihe 
valleys. and the ice on rivers and lakes broke up. 
The coastline was Invaded by tsunamis (tidal 
wavesl which devastated many populated areas. 

According to University of Alaska seismolo
gists, Ihe quake measured between 8.6 and 8.7 
on the Richter (1958) scale Its epicenter was be
lieved to be 75 -80 miles east of Anchorage in 
Prince William Sound During the following 
w~k there were many aftershocks The last one 
had a magnitude of 7.5, and its epicenter was lo
cated In the Aleutian Trench, 970 miles from the 
original epicenter. Although it was clearly felt in 
the area affected by the Good Friday Quake, 11t
lie destruction was noted . This was partially be
cause of Ihe remoteness of the epicenter, but al
so because all potential avalanches and land
~Iides had already occurred, and all weak struc
tures had been destroyed on 27 March 

It IS believed that the earthquake affected 
roughly one million square miles of dry land, 
about the same area that was affected by the liS' 
bon Earthquake in 1755 Unlike the latter, how
ever, the Alaska Quake was a very thoroughly 

studied event. Ae rial photography, modern sur
veYing techmques. seismologICal data, and geo
desy contributed greatly to the understanding of 
what ac tually happened. The data indicate a 
somewhat complex crustal movement during 
the quake: 22,000 square miles of land and sea 
floor sank some 54ft, and 12,000 square miles 
rose 7_5 ft (Grants et a!. 19(4). 

As news of the earthquake spread around the 
world, there was almost universal concern that 
the number of victims might reach the thou
sands, In line with previous experiences With 
earthquakes of Similar magnitude. A major 
earthquake IS a disaster that affects humans in 
many different ways' bUIldings col/apse, fires 
break oul, floods and rock and earth slides oc
cur, and coastlines arc battered by destructi1le ti
dal waves (lSunamis). All these things did in fact 
happen during and after the Good Friday Earth
quake; II was unquesliOnably a major disaster 
But the cost in human life was, fortunately, len 
than antiCipated. There were some 200 victims, 
including deaths caused Indirectly and peop le 
missing. 

There were several reasons for the relati1lelv 
low loss of human life The area affected by the 
earthquake was sparsely populated . The quake 
occurred at 5:37 pm on a Friday towa rd the end 
of the winter; for most people the working day 
had ended; the weather was good. At any other 
time on almost any other day there would have 
been more people indoors and, therefore. more 
serious injuries Witnesses say that the earth
quake began with tremors which were relatively 
weak at first and then gradua ll y grew stronger. 
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Figure 1. Map of Alaska. The epicenter 01 the Alaska Good Ftlday Earthquake was located in the noanem part 01 Prince William Sound (X). The extent of 
significant damage is approximately indicated by the heavy line surrounding the epicenter. The second line farther north shows the extent of minor disturb
ance, such as the cracking of river ice. The earthquake was perceptible all over Alaska, but beyond Ihe second line Ihere was almos l no damage. 



This alerted many people. who proceeded out
door). The people If) many coasta l vi llages were 
wa rnecl of the tsunamis by radiO Telephone ser
lJice was disrupted, but in this area there had 
never been much reliance on the telephone any· 
way Finally, frost penetration IS deepest toward 
the end of winter The unconsolidated but fro
len ground had conc rete--li ke properties. and it 
encased struc tures alld protected them from 
compl~le destruction. Many houses survivecl VI
olent .§hocks. se ttlement and landslides. The 
great strength of seasonally frozen sub·bases, 
abutments, and the ground surrou nding stru c
tu res In general prevented the des truction from 
beint! as violent as might have been expected. 
Next to so lid rock. frozen ground or permafrosl 
IS the best base for a st ru cture durmg an ea rth· 
Quake. 

More destruction and loss of human life can 
be attributed to the accompanying tsu nam is 
than to the earthquake itself. Statements col
lected from survivors ind icate that there were 
two or mote dlsltncl phases of sea reaction. A 
relatively sma ll wave arrived shortly after the 
earthquake but was observed in only a few 
towns a lan!; the Culf of Alaska_ It was probably 
triggered by massive landslides into the sea. l he 
actual lSunaml came laler,as did many other 
wave~ that washed Inland along the shoreline 

EARTHQUAkES AND FROZEN GROUND 

Alaska IS the larsesl stare in the United States, 
bUl it IS sparsely populated. The city of An
chorage contains a large part of Alaska's po:pu la
tlon. Since the southern coast of Alaska is part of 
the circumpac lOc tec tonic belt, ear th tremors in 
Anc horage are rather frequent Realizing thiS, 
the builders of the lown-afchltecl$, contrac
tors, and others-often took measu res to in
crease the stabi lity or their structures. 

Howf!ver, an unfortunate settlement habit is 
observable almost universal/y; with the el(cep
tion of Manhattan and a few other places, peo
ple settle and build cities and towns at river 
junctions. on deltas and ,"lets. or on other areas 
01 fla! ground undl!rlaln by unstable allUVium. 
One of the main attractfons seems to be the ease 
of cellar hole excavation. 50 strong IS Ihis habit 
that direct warnings about ground instability and 
landslide danger are often Ignored, Miller and 
Dobrovolny (1959), describing the geology of the 
Anchorage area In a monograph, pointed Oul the 
dangers of landslides In the Turna!;ain Heights 

J 

area. a densely populated suburb of Anchorage 
The geology profile there, typica l of the greater 
Anchorage Mea, consists primaril y of alluvial, 
fluvio-glaclal , unstab le deposits. Despite this, 
many building, were erected there even after 
the monograph appeared . Many were lost in the 
1964 earthquake 

The site of Anchorage, the "Anchorage Bowl," 
IS a ijeMly sloping deposit area consisting of re
ceotly accu mulated sed imenl\. On the bedrock 
there is a fill mantle overlai n by strarifil'd blue 
clay with st reaks and lenses of water-permeable 
sand. This formation. which slopes gently toward 
the sea and increases In thickness, is covered by 
a blanket of unconsolidated, coane, watef
permeable material . The bottom of the clay for
mation, the Bootlegger Cove clay, is below sea 
level. The streaks of sand a llow the passage of 
water and make the material sensitivt> to earth
Quake shocks . 

The devastating slides in Anchorage had their 
locu5 of motion In the clay The nearly horizon
ta l movement in the biggest slide, in Turnagain 
Hel!;hlS (Fig 2-8), affected the stralum to a con-
~Iderab l e depth, possiblv be low sea level. The 
slide moved es~cntially north and trave led a 
long distance (up to 1800 ft) into the sea. The 
top 7 to 9 ft of Ihe otherwise unconsolidated de-
pOSit W.lS frozen. and the ground broke up into 
large blocks, or " rafts" as the people caHed 
them For thil teason many residentia l struc tures 
survived the landslide movement. They tilted 
bad lv , and became completely unusable, but 
they did not coll apse and crush their occup.mts 

Unconsolidated deposJu such as sa nd, gravel, 
elc. are capab le of supporting building founda
tions Indefin ite ly 1f properly compacted. During 
an earthquake or a landslide, unconsolidated 
subsoil supporting a foundation can collapse, 
lead in!; to tota l catastrophic destruction of 
stru clures. Freezing of pore waler ca uses oil dra
matic Increase in the stabilitv of a subsoil De
pending upon pore satura tion. a frozen mixture 
of sand a.nd gravel may l1ave a mechanical 
st rength close to that of concrete. A frozen ma
terial With many sma ll pores IS stronger than one. 
With large porp.J, such as uniform coarse gravel . 
Pure day -a materIal with sub-mICfoscoplc
pores - is rather weak in the frozen state. be
cause d laree part of the pore water In clav does 
not freeze except at extremely low tempera
lu rt!S MiJli,,!; sa nd and grave l in a proportion of 
approximately two to five by 1J0lume and flood· 
inH it resu lts, after heeling, in the strongest ma
terial 



a. An aerial photoBraph taken from an a/tirude of about 500 feet, a mile from the center 01 the slide. 

b. A closs-sectional interpretation along a line rhlough the center of Figure 2a. 

Figure 1. The Tumagain Heights slide was a large, essentially horizontal slide Turnagain, a populated .su
burb of Anchorage, suffered great damage. The f,ozen Bround broke up into large 7-ft-thick blocks. 
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Figure 3 Blocks of frozen sround, or " rafts " dS they were CdJled by the local people. temporarily preserved 
man y slructures. A maximum 01 ' ZOO It of shore bluff relreat was med$Ured In Ihe Turnagain area. 

Fisure 4. Clay extrusion in the Turnagain area. The plastic, waler·saturated clay was squeezed and in some 
cases exlruded up to 12 It The Bootlesser cove clay Mas the actual locus 01 the slide. The slide debris 'ra. 
veled '800 It. 
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Figure 5. Paved surfaces. The several fragments of pavement failed in tension between large blocks. In 
the lower left are portions of a cinder block garage. Cinder block structures were most sensitive to 
earthquake shocks. Where the ground was dry, it collapsed. 

Figure 6. An outcrop along the slide escarpment. The notmally uncon
solidated sandy gravel stratum in the top portion of the outcrop is 
frozen. Below is a layer of ancient peat ashes. The clay outcropping in 
the lower portion is unfrozen and in a plastic state. 
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Figure 7. The slide escarpment. The following summer this slope retreated to the south (left). Buildings 
above the escarpment were temporarily preserved. 
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Figure 8. A schematic drawing of the Turnagain slide emphasizing (he predominantly horizon tal motion. 
with the individual slices tifting away from the direction of motion. The shoreline retreated some BOO It to 
the north (right). The almost horizontal slide surface was approximately 50 to 70 It deep. The width o f the 
slide-alfected area was approximately 1 mile. 
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Figure 9. A graben-like su r/ace disturbance in Anchorage. The Irost.preserved sur· 
face permitted many detailed measurements. If the ma terial of the surface had 
been unfrozen, many of the features would have been obliterated. 

Figure 10. A destroyed school building in the Covernment Hill area in Anchorage. The vertical separa· 
tion was 12 It. The right lault ran through the middle of the building. The schoof was empty at the lime 
of the quake and there were no victims. 
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Figure 11. A 12-fl fault-like vertical drop on 
Fourrh Avenue in downtown Anchorage, Most 
impressive ~as the relatively small amount of 
structura l damage and the farge vertical drop. 
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Figure 12. Some properties of frozen 
ground. Water·saturated soil freezes 
into a competen t solid. The lower the 
temperature. the higher the mechani
cal strength of the material. Finer 
pores mean higher strength since there 
are fewer flaws in the ice cemen t. Mix· 
tures of coalse, medium and fine parti
cles are usually denser than materia l 
of uniform size. The higher the density 
the stronger the frozen Braund. 20-25 
and 70-100 are sieve size numbers of 
sand. 
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In many places in the greater Anchorage area 
the upper. frozen layer had such properties. That 
is why in all cases of land disturbance -slides. 
grabens, etc.-the upper. frozen surface broke 
up into large slabs. and the landslide edges were 
steep to vertical. During thaw later in the spring 
the extent of the ground disturbance increased. 
Soil collapse, settlin8 and slump proceeded as a 
series of frost-delayed earthquake aftereffects , 

Excep t at Turna8ain Hei8hts landslides In An
chorage did not resu lt in a very large horizontal 
motion. SOlTle of the lTlotion resulted in graben
like su rfa ce disturbances. The use of the term 
graben may be Tnappropriate for the case of un· 
conso lidated deposits , But the material was con
solidated. in the sense normally constru ed by ge
ologists, by fros t. Figures 9 and 10 expla in and 
show such motion In a series of earthQuake dis
tu rbances in Anchorage. The damage was rela
tively low In some cases, as shown schematica ll y 
in Figure 11 It is a type of " fault" motion with 
vertica l displacement up to 12 ft . Anchorage's 
4th Avenue was an example of such motion. A 
portion of its northern side sank. so that the se
cond fl oors of the buildings were at st reet level. 

Most o f the numerous landslides, graben for
matior)s and fault movements (Fig 6-10 and 
others) were either close to the Knik Arm coastal 
bluff or around the edges of Ship Creek Valley, 
The frozen ground elsewhere in the Anchorage 
area was .subiect to crevassing and cracking, but 
there were no spectacular ground disturbances. 
Cra cking of the frozen ground resulted in a dra
matic decrease of wa ter flow in many streams. 
the water suddenly disappearing into the 
ground . This phenomenon was a temporary one, 
however, The crevasses soon closed or were 
filled in. 

St ru ctu ral damage outside the areas of land
slide motion, faulting, etc , was relative ly minor" 
Appa rently the mos t vulne rable buildings were 
concrete block structures and the most stab le 
were the very popular log houses. It appears that 
ea rthquake su rviva l is possible in a log house un
der all circumstances unless it is tipped on its 
side. 

The overall view of dama8e to man·made 
struc tures (Fig. 13- 1 7) leads to the impression 
that beSIdes the soundness of the construction, 
the soundness a t the subSOIl-the ground on 
which they were buih-determined whether or 
nOf they su rvived the Good Friday EarthQuake. 
log houses surrounded by frozen ground reach
Ing bedrock ended up with nothing but cracked 
chimneys. Incompetent. sensitive day resulted 



Figure 13. This SlruClure in Anchorage was located ov~ a subsIdence and was VIolentl y damaged Modern 
light construction prevented irs tOlal col/apse. Old-fashioned masonry houses found in other earthquake re
gions such as around the Mediterranean Sea inevitably col/apse into pifes 01 rubble. resulting in large loss 
of properly and file. 

in catastrophic landslides and demolished struc
tures But. as mentIoned. the 7-ft-thick "crust" of 
solidly frozen ground considerably decreased 
loss of property and life. 

How IS earthquake damage estimated? A col
lapsed building is a total loss. The cost of repair
Ing damage is the loss when a structure is partial
ly destroyed . In this aspect Anchorage. with 
mostly vertical displacements. such as the l 
Street graben and other places in the city (Fig . 10. 
11.15-17). had less damage than the tala I losses 
in Turnagain. Again. it is apparent that the fro
zen state prevented extensive soil collapse. 
which would have resulted in much greater dam
age 

The amount of ground disturbance caused by 
the earthquake. exemplified by fissures, crevass
es and cracks. decreased to the east. The impres
sion is that the decreasing total thickness of un
consolidated material, and perhaps of the sensi
tive Bootlegger Cove clay stratum, was the rea
son. 
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Highways In the Anchorage area were severely 
damaged in many places. But considering their 
length. Ihe overall damage was relatively less 
than that to verticalslructures in landslides One 
recurring pattern of highway destruction was a 
set of longitudinal crevasses, such as those seen 
in Figure 18 and Interpreted in Figure 19 Fill on 
relatIvely steep bedrock slopes was apparently 
differentially compacted and showed evidence 
of some downslope motion. Again. the deep 
frost penetration into the highways apparently 
prevented much more extensive damage In 
places with little or no unfrozen fill , longitudinal 
damage crevasses were absent. Disturbance like 
that shown In Figure 18 was progressively more 
frequent away from Anchorage in a general east
erly direction It may be that closer to the epI
center the rising compressional waves of the 
earthquake were steeper and more IOtensive 
Especially bad was the situation on the highway 
leading from Anchorage to Portage along Ihe 
Turnagain Arm of Cook Inlet. Together with the 



Figure 14. Frozen 8ravel exposed in Anchorage. The very top is constituted of completely ice-saturated ma
terial, while the 8ravel at the bollam does not contain as much ice. Some disin tegration is evident. 
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Figure 15. Fault scarp in I>.nchorage. The ice-saturated ground was Irozen 71t deep at this location. tempo
rarily preserving the two buildings and the utility line. 

, 
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Figure 16. Government Hill in Anchorage. The 11·ft displacement appears to have caused only minimal 
damage to Ihe building. Frost penetration was irregular but still sufficient to temporarily preserve the house. 
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Figure T 7. The eastern end of the Braben shown in Figure 10 became a single slide farther 
down the hill, damaging parts of the railroad yard. 

Figure 18. Aerial vjew of damaged highway near Portage. The longitudinal crevasses were formed by fill dis· 
placement down the slope toward Turnagain Arm on Cook Inlet. Besides a selies of avalanches which came 
to rest on this highway, there were several places with such fongiwdinal crevasses. 
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numerous longitudinal crevasses, avalanches 
and rock and Ice slides cut the highway in many 
places and made it impassable 

Other hillhways also became impassable in 
many places . Slides, ava lanches and mud flows 
disrupted them, and frozen roadbeds were fis
sured and crevassed (see Fig. 18) When the high· 
ways were needed most, they could not be used. 
beca use of c revasses. landslides. and ava· 
lanches. But to repair them required only a frac· 
tion of the effort needed to bUild them In the 
first place. because frozen fill had limited the 
dest ruction 

THE RESPONSE OF FRESHWA TE R 
ICE SHEETS TO EARTH Q UAKE SHOCK 

Except for a few waterfalls and the runoff 
from hot springs all fresh water bodies in Alaska 
develop ice sheet! In the area affected by the 

Figure 19. Deformation of the lower slope of the 
valley occupied by Turnagain Arm. The aftuVlum 
settled with some downslope motion. The cracks 
and crevasses were essentially parallel to the val. 
ley train. Frost penetrat,on was deep under the 
highway. Crevassin& such as that shown in f,gure 
18. was relat,vely rare. 

earthquake the ice cover on lakes grows to a 
considerable thickness Dependin8 on altitude. 
latitude. etc . II may be 3 to 7 ft thick toward the 
end of the winter. 

The ice covet on fresh water bodies seems to 
be most sensitive to earthquake disturbances. 
and is the first feature to react to earthquake 
shock energy It was reported that ice cracked 
on rivers and lakes as far from Ihe epicenter of 
the Good Friday Earthquake as the foothills of 
the Brooks Range. some 350 miles away In Fair
banks. where there was litt le o r no earthquake 
damage. the river ice developed c revasses, 
breaking open "with a rumbling noise." Farther 
south the lakes and ponds developed fissures , 
ICe mounds and icings Cracks opened and wale r 
flowed oul onto the surface South of Anchor· 
age. on the Kena i Flats. the ice on shal low ci rcu· 
lar lakes developed circu lar fissures, indicattng 
deformation by a seiche (Fig 20). The Ice on 
elongated or irregularly shaped lakes broke up 

Figure 20. A lake on the Kenai Flats. On many small lakes the ice responded in a manner suggesting a se,che, 
or standing wave, response to the earthquake shock. Lakes with irregular shorelines broke up without show· 
ing any regular pattern. 
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a. Before. b. Durmg. c. After. 

Figure 21 . Small bridge deformation apparenlfy caused by 
wave action. Small rigid bridges on pile foundations were 
in many cases uplifted in the manner shown. In cases 
where such uplift, sugges ting a traveling wave in the 
water, was irregular, the damage to the bridge was sub
stantial. 

completely. The circular pattern of disturbance 
could be eas ily Imitated in a qualitative way in 
the laboratory . A round, shallow con ta iner With 
the bottom covered with waler and a thin layer 
of fine-grained Ice broke up upon disturban ce in 
a circular pattern simi lar to that seen in Figure 
20. 

Rivers and streams broke up into predomi
nant ly transverse b locks of ice. Close to the sea, 
part o f the ice f loa ted out, leav ing the water 
Ol)en. The impression was that the earthquake 
shock resulted in a quick ris~ of the water under 
the ice, breaking it up. Part of the ice wa s found 
grounded on the over banks Since in most cases 
there were no sources of high water, such as bro
ken dams, etc, the earthquake must have re
leased a sort o f traveling wave in the rive r chan
ne ls which moved through the ice and water. lift
ing it up. At the time of the earthquake. bridge 
piles were frozen into the ice covers of rivers 
and streams. When the ice was l ifted up by the 
wave the piles went up aha, resu lting In a diS
t inc ti ve form of destruction. Figure 21 is an in ter· 
pretation of that process: a repre~ents the orig l· 
nal po~ition of a bridge support; b ;5 the point of 
high water leve l when the ice l ifted up the pile. 
At that time the bond strength of the adhering 
ice was hIgh enough to overcome the fr ic t ion re· 
sis tance of the buried part of the pile and the 
weight of the bridge st ru ctu re. 1 he situation af
ter the water receded is shown in c. The pile 

could not retu rn to its original position, it s hole 
in the weak ground had closed up. The weight of 
the structure was Insu fficient to force the pile 
back down. The absence of uniformity of such 
an uplift often cont ributed to the extent of the 
damage. Examples o f this type of destruction are 
shown in Figures 22 and 23. Such damage was 
WIdely observed on the Seward-Anchorage high
way in the Girdwood area. on the Twentymile 
River, and on many other streams. O ther dam· 
age to bridges consisted of sett lement, longitud
inal compression, ilnd displacement. 

It IS general l .,. recognized that water level 
c hange~ under the ice cover around pile-sup· 
ported struc tures Ciln result in damage, but ef· 
fectlve counte rmeasures sti ll need to be devel· 
oped Actually. there millh! be several mechan
isms involved in this process The heave of foun· 
dalion piling beneath shorel ine and offshore 
structures may proceed in a gradual way due 10 
changes of waler level 

tCe bonded to pi les in winter exerts an uplift 
force whenever the wa ter leve l rises. The effect 
of such repeated uplifting is greatest in early 
spri n8 when the Ice is thickest. Since tidal water 
level fluctuations are repeated regu larly and are 
predictable, countermeasures can in principle 
be devised. Mo'>t important appear to be mea
su res to weaken the bond between the pile and 
the su rrounding Ice 

However, tidal fluctuation o f ice leve ls 



Figure 22. A pile foundation bridge in the Portage area. The ice encasing the pile clusters adhered firmly, 
The rapid rise and fall of the water in the stream resulted in a regular uplift. Some fill and lumber were used 
to make ;t passable. 

Figure 23. Djfferentiaf heave. Parts of this bridge were differentially uplifted by the mechanism indicated in 
Figure21 . Due to the different composition of the materials in which the pile clusters were embedded, the 
bridge settled differentially. 
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around embedded piles of shore installations 
may be significant ly different from the cases il
lustrated in Figures 22 and 23. Figure 22 shows a 
rigid remforced concrete structure resting on 
eight piles embedded into unfrozen. unconsoli
dated water-saturated river depOSits The to tal 
weight of the 24-x60-ft reinforced concrete 
structure was probably in the vicinity of 200.000 
lb. The bond stren!!th between the piles and the 
surrounding ice was 100 to 150 psi (instantane
ous reslstitnCe; long-term application would pr~ 
duce less). The skin friction of the bearing parts 
of the piles embedded in the river bottom was 
between 1 and 5 psi 

The eight 14-in -diameter piles had a total of 
abou t 422,000 in .1 of skin contact with the un
consolidated riverbed deposits . This made a 
pull-out resistance of approximately (422.000 )( 2) 
644,000 lb Addin!! to thiS the weight of the 
bridge gives over 500 tons of pull-out resis tan ce. 
The ice to which the force of the p<.sslOg wave 
was applied had a total surface areJ in contact 
with the piles of about 12.600 in.J At 150 pSI of 
bond strength between the ice and the piles. a 
lifting force of approximately 950 tons could 
have been applied to the bridge. Therefore. the 
bridge damage mechanism suggested in Figure 
21 is plausible 

There were many different combinations of 
mechanisms by which highways and bridges 
were destroyed or damaged (e.g. Figure 23). 

THE EARTHQUAKE DISTURBANCE 
IN GLACIATED MOUNTAINS 

The Kenai Peninsula and the Chugach Moun
tains surrounding Prince Will ia m Sound have 
severa l types of glaciers. for example Alpine gla· 
ciers, including valley glaciers a nd hanging gla
ciers with icefalls. and Turkestan-type glaciers 
fed by regular avalanches (accumu lation and 
outflow sepa rated). There are also ice fields and 
Piedmont glaciers. 

The earthquake came at the end of the sea
sonal snow accumulation period. The slopes 
were loaded with snow, and the shocks released 
avalanches Simultaneously at many locations 
All s lopes where ava lanches recur seasonally. as 
well as those where they are only Intermittent. 
discharged avalanc hes. In yalleys they were 
most frequently the reason for highway and rail
road disruption 

In many places roc kfalls and landslides came 
down on the glaciers, and many fresh crevasses 
formed in glacier basins. Surging was evident. In 

Figure 24. Aftermath of flash flood on the Knik River. The flood was released when pro-glacial Lake George 
was emptied by Ihe earthquake. The highway was obstructed by a slide and the floodplain, frozen several 
feet deep, was cracked by the earthquake and flooded when the water from Lake George passed through. 
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Figure 25. Rock avalanche. A large rock flow on the Yafik Glacier came to rest at the bottom in a way sug
gesting fluid flow. 

places where glaciers reached the sea , icebergs 
broke off. 

The biggest rock mass discharged on the 
Schwann Glacier in the Copper River Valley cov
ered 10 square miles of ice with debris . 

A unique disturbance took place on the Co
lumbia Glacier. Part of the glacier lay on top of a 
small water body-an ice-dammed lake. The 
earthquake drained the lake, leaving an unusual 
depression. Another proglacial lake in the area 
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Lake George, also drained abruptly due to the 
earthquake (see Fig. 24). The Copper River Valley 
contains a very large amount of massive ground 
ice, and streams " disappear, " as local people 
say. underground. The earthquake resulted in 
the collapse of numerous thermokarst cavities 
and fresh exposures of unusually massive 
ground ice. As Figures 25-31 show. the effect of 
the earthquake on the mountains, snowfields 
and glaciers was dramatic and significant 



Figure 26. Holga te Glacier. This glacier fost a large amount of ice from its snou t. The rockfall to the right 
went /0 the bottom of the fjord. 

Figure 27. Dinge/stadt Clacier. The large rock slide landed in the fjord, apparently shattering a part of the 
glacier snout. A strong sub-glacial stream emerges at the lower lefl. 
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Figure 28. The western embayment of the Columbia ClaCier, The drawing. representing it d;~lUrbance 
caused by the earthquake, is if composite made from oblique iJenal photographs. 

Figure 29. Oblique aerial view of the western embayment of the Columbia Clacier, The Ir~h/y exposed 
broken-up glacial ice was evidenrly sitting on a large layer of watet which was ins tantaneously drained by 
the earthquake 
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Figure 30. Columbia G/ader. The crushed glacial ice escarpment indicates violent motion during the earth
quake. The level of the embayment dropped significantly. This area was very close to the earthquake's epi 
center. 

Figure 31. Massive ground ice exposure in the Copper River Valley. The ice had 7 It of overburden. This pho. 
t08raph shows a thermokafst area. The ice col/apsed during the earthquake. The vegetation consists of wi/
lows 7 to 15 II high. 
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DISTURBED WILDLIFE 

Few observations of wildlife reaction to the 
tremors and shocks of the earthquake were 
made Too many events of more immediate con
cern were taking place so it is unknown whether 
or not moose, wolf or mountain goat panicked 
or became confused . However, It has been es-. 
tablished that porcupine and bear left their dens 
and wandered around following the quake. Bear 
tracks in the snow were clearly visible from the 
air as well as on the ground Hungry bears in 
search of food came uncomfortably close to hu
man habitat in several cases. 

TIDAL WAVES 

When the sea bottom is subjected to an earth
quake, its surface reacts by forming a tidal wave 
or tsunami Such a disturbance spreads circular
ly in all directions, but IS otherwise dissimilar to 
the ring waves that form when a small object is 
dropped on a qUiet water surface. For one thing, 
tsunami waves travel at up to 400 mph, can have 

a very high amplitude, and se ldom if ever have a 
point source Furthermore, such waves are sub
jec t to additive or subtractive Interference, and 
can be canalized through straits and Increased 
to very large amplitudes 

Apparently the sea floor and dry land dropped 
as much as 5 ft to the west of Shelikof Strait and 
rose some 7 ft In the area of Prince Wilham 
Sound during the earthquake (Fig. 32-35). In ad
dition, there were massive submarine landslides, 
each accompanied by its own large wave 

For Ihese reasons the appearance of sea 
waves In the aftermath of the earthquake was ex
tremely complelC Dissipation, focusing, local 
generation by lands lides, and generation by 
aftershocks and tremors caused around a dOlen 
destructive waves to be recorded on gauges and 
many others to be noted by observers. (Most of 
the tidal gauges in the area were destroyed or 
gave false readings.) 

The height of the tidal waves was reponed d§ 

anywhere from insignificant to 30 ft A focused 
wave in Valdez reached a height of 170 fl (Fig 
36). (The town has now been relocated In a safer 
place) 

Fi8ure 32. Waterfront in Seward. The earthquake triggered severa/large tidal waves. Survivors say that the 
first came immedia tely after the earthquake, apparently due to massive coasta/s/ides into the sea. The pho
tograph shows the damage in the southern par' of the town. 
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Figure 33. Large portions of the Seward waterfront slid into the sea, settmg off destructive waves that 
reached a considerable distance inland. Large destructive tidal waves pounded the south-central shore of 
Alaska several times in the hours aller the earthquake. 

Figure 34. Effects of sea waves. The toppled storage tanks caught lire and burned. The waterfront was de. 
s/royed by several waves. It was difficult to distingu ish between tsunamis and the many waves formed by 
submarine loea/landslides, but the toll in life and property loss due to both types of waves invading the 
land was high. Abnormally large waves continued to invade Prince William Sound until the day after the 
earthquake. 
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Figure 35. Rising of the sea bottom. The land east of Prince William Sound was uplifted. This cannery in 
Cordova was left about 6 It higher above sea level than before. Homer and Kodiak suffered the opposite 
late; Homer sa nk 5 It and Kodiak. 5.5 It. 

The greatest loss of life and property in the 
seacoast settlements of Alaska was mainly due 
to devastating sea waves rather than to earth
quake shocks. But while "walls of water" were 
observed by survivors in many places, others re
ported only insignificant rises in water level . It 
seems that along an irregular coastline like 
Alaska's, the extent, violence and destructive· 
ness of tsunami waves is unpredictable. That 
they will occur, however, is highly predictable. 
Tsunami waves were also observed and recorded 
in California, Japan and Hawaii. 

Finally, the only real measure of the violence 
of a tidal wave is the ell tent of the loss of life and 
property. In the Good Friday Earthquake. at 
least the loss of life was relatively low. 

SUMMARY 

Some say that earthquakes can be predicted, 
but it seems thai most have not been . There are 
regions with very few earthquakes while others 
have them frequently . Why certain regions have 
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them more often is understood only vaguely, but 
based on past experience southern Alaska is one 
of these regions 

An eart hquake may strike at any season. day 
or night. A major earthquake affects man in two 
main ways : by disrupting his transportation 
routes and bv destrOYing hi s struc tures Man 's 
habit of settling on rather incompetent ground 
aggravates the situation 

Earthquakes can be minor. major or disas· 
trous . There are several sca les for evaluating 
their magnitude. The effect on man of a major 
ea rthquake can be mtnimized or maximized by 
certain factors . If it strikes in the night. in bad 
weather. or at the beginning of a cold wtnler (Iii, 
tie o r no frozen ground), and in darkness, the 
1055 of life and suffering will be maximized . The 
Alaska Good Friday Earthquake struck after a 
long winter, at the end of the work week and the 
work day, and during good weather (at least in 
Anchorage. where most of the affected people 
lived). For these reasons there were more people 
awake and outdoors than at other times . 

At the time of the earthquake, frost penetra-



Figure 36. Valdez. The earthquake shocks resulted in large crevasses in the alluvium on which the 
town was built. Approximately 650 It of the waterfront was lost to a massive slide. A/I port installa
tions were destroyed. The remainder of the town settled down because 01 alluvium compaction. 
Fire broke out in spilled petroleum. Large sea waves repeatedly penetrated inland. destroying life 
and property. The town was later relocated to a safer place. 
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tion into the ground was at the maxi mum. The 
ground surrou nding buildings did not collapse as 
it would have otherwise, but broke up into large, 
strong slabs The integrity of many structures 
was temporarily preserved , especially in the 
Turnagain Helghu slide. 

Due to its remoteness and the spa rsity of the 
popu lation, Alaska relies o n radio communica
tions mo re than on ground lines. Most telephone 
lines were down after the qua ke but radio mes
sages brought warni ngs and a llowed coordina· 
tion of rescue work. For these reasons the regret
tabl e loss of life and the suffering were less than 
was initially antici pated 
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